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About This Game

Game Key Features:

In-Game TRULY unique levels, each level is a new game with different theme including player characters, weapons,
enemies,enemies weapons, audio,Boss,......

Play your own music using Playlist feature without the need to use Level Designer, just copy your music files to the
specified folder and thats it.

Single Player, Two Players and Be/Play as The Boss in Two Players Battle Mode.

Every single object in the game can be customized from Level Designer.

Unlimited movements options for enemies and Bosses, you can select from many built-in movements or just draw the
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path with your mouse in Level Designer and enemy/Boss will follow that path.

Fully Rebindable keyboard buttons.

XBox 360 Controller support with full buttons rebinding and seamless switching between Keyboard and Controller.

Fully playable with mouse only.

No game making, ready made engines and middle-ware softwares, fully dynamic and optimized Game Engine
(XEngine) built from the ground up and integrates seamlessly with Level Designer.

Multiple Resolutions support, Window Mode (Fullscreen, Windowed and Borderless), MSAA and multiple refresh rates.

Redesign each level the way you like it, all Levels included in the game are also available as separate project files to be
loaded and modified through Level Designer, you can literally change anything you want.

All assets used in game levels are included within Assets Pack(s) and ships with game as Ready Templates to be used per
your liking.

More levels are coming in future.

Level Designer Key Features:

Create your own Levels the way you like it using your own images or assets provided from our Assets Pack(s), create
your own map using easy Tiling (various Tiles are included in Assets Pack(s) as well), enemies, enemies shooting
transformation, enemies weapons, player characters, player weapons, Karma Effect (draws an effect on screen which
kills all enemies), Boss , Boss transformation and Boss Weapon(s).

Supports Sprite Sheets/Animation Sequences, with Animation Helper form, you can configure frame size and play
animation(s) to facilitate sprite sheet/animation sequence management.

Supports adding your own Audio from Level music, Boss Music and Sound effects, supported formats are MP3, WAV
and ogg.

Supports animated background.

Export/Import Templates , any object in level designer can be exported as a template to be shared manually, via Steam
Workshop or used in other projects without the need to recreate it from scratch.

Mini image editor to resize, crop, rotate images in addition to color transparency changer.

Built-in Game Testing menu that allows you to test levels on the fly.

Take control of your objects properties, there are tons of properties to customize with single click, as an example change
enemies movements, start positions, count (spawning the specified number), loop (keep spawning enemy after death),
animation speed, velocity, damage, health,....and many more.

Create your own player characters and their gadgets (Shield, Speed, Primary and Secondary Weapons).

Custom Hitboxes for all objects with configurable damage infliction per each, no more hitting empty area(s) and getting
damage, take control by defining your own hitboxes and decide which enemy/Boss parts can cause/take damage, with
HitBox Manager form you can easily create hitboxes and configure their properties.

Defaulted states, when creating any level, most of objects will be defaulted and can be reset to defaults at any time as
well, you only need to create one enemy and include one map tile to launch the level, most of objects are optional and
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not required, and most of required objects can be defaulted, that means less time and effort to create and launch your
level.

User friendly interface that is very easy to get familiar with .

Full integration with Steam Workshop, Create/Update workshop items with just few clicks.
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Title: XNemesis
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
XProd Games
Publisher:
XProd Games
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x86 or x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX®: 9.0c compatible video card 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX®: 9.0c

Additional Notes: Recommended Xbox 360® Controller for Windows

English
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So I played this. It was the fun I made of it. The story is actually interesting but the game gets boring as there's no literal action
to it. It's just the game, the texts and you.. and that's actually everything... drop the price to $5 atleast.. Third Rome, an
"Immersion" Pack.. Very fun and unique game which blends Shellshock, party games like Move or Die and awesome physics in
3D! Currently there are enough content for playing and all work fine, but physics can be buggy sometimes which is more fun
than annoying =). AI but other than that I guess this is ok. This is extremely similar to Orbox, which seemed promising if rather
derivative. However, it's actually less polished than Orbox: the movement is *painfully slow*, there's no trail which shows how
you got to your current position, and despite a minimalist art style, the levels themselves are not minimalist and contain extra
unnecessary blocks.

And Orbox and all its sequels are free. Play those first, then buy this because you are not yet sated on that kind of puzzle, then
return this because it feels like molasses by comparison.. [UPDATE 2]
There have been almost daily updates including the addition of an 'arcade' mode and some bug fixes. It's a one-man team
developing this so it's a pretty decent effort and he's communicating with players on Discord so I tip my hat for his efforts and
engagement.

There are a lot of things that are placeholder or very basic in this game with the intent that the dev will expand on them in the
future. It might have been better to release this as Early Access given the amount of work this game needs to get it to being
worthy of your $15. Having said that if $15 isn't much to you and you want to support small VR devs with interesting ideas then
by all means pick this up. However at this point I can only compare it to other titles at a similar price and this game currently
falls fairly short in terms of value. I will happily update this review yet again should this change.

[UPDATE] Patch is released and more content is available. Pleasantly the game remembered the mission I was on so after the
patch I just took up where I left off. I have played 5 more missions but became motion sick (I only VERY rarely feel sick in my
Rift) in a helicopter mission. Will try again soon and update my review.

[Original review] Bought this as soon as it released as it looked promising. The devs have a note in the game stating that the full
story wont release for another 24-48 hours due to the need for more performance tuning. I played what was available and it took
about 15 minutes to finish the tutorial and current story content (maybe 6 quick missions?). I suggest that you wait until the full
release is out and the game duration is confirmed before you pick this up. Not an attack on the devs, just that there's no mention
of the truncated story and up-coming patch on the store page.

Each mission is essentially a single kill, you have to find the right target after being given a clue by the narrator. No one appears
to return fire, you either hit the right target with the one shot or you fail and retry. The shooting mechanic is pretty basic,
graphical style is okay, animation is very primitive (car slides around un-naturally like it's on ice as it follows a path), voice
acting is fine for this sort of thing. At this stage I can't recommend it for $15.

So far I give it a 3\/10 for the price but will update this when the full story is out and I've finished it.. One of the best action
story based games i have played in a while well woth the money and time.. This engine here is a pretty well detailed one, and it
comes with a generous handful of scenarios in which you won't get bored. - Also it comes with an also pretty generous load of
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rolling stock for goods work.

You can have pretty much every single member of the class because you can change numbers, nameplates, headboards, shed
codes, tender crests, etc. Also it's great if you want to learn use of advanced locos, steam chest simulation, inyector, etc.

I highly recommend getting this since, since it is nothing but a pleasure to drive.
It's also a must have if you're a fan of LNER locos like me.. This game is not DD (darkest doungeon) tho it does come close. so
for all those people saying "if you like DD u might like this" no stfu if u like this u might like that♥♥♥♥♥♥RNG game. this
game takes skill is like ♥♥♥♥ing birds eye veiw skyrim♥♥♥♥♥on a turn based level. this game will make you ♥♥♥♥ing
cringe and scream out "why tf am i playing this" then youll continue and play it some god damn more cause you know you had
some damn fun. Im telling you rn make a new game play on normal difficulty (hardest one) and iron man mode. IF U DONT
HAVE IRON MAN ON ITS LIKE PLAYING X-COM WITH NO IRON MAN. WHATS THE POINT?? youll be clearing
some levels and be like wow this is easy i have a sick plan i cant lose! NEXT THING U KNOW U GOT ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
AMBUSHED AND ITS ACTUALLY A CHALLANGE. telling yall str8 up good game if u got some ♥♥♥♥ing balls
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Reaaallly nice game !
Gun sword Action with great customisation of characters !
Cant go wrong with friends , lots of fun
20$ for this is no regret ! If you love manga highly recommend !. This game is amazing, for only 5 currency you can have hours
of fun! Buy it!!. No thanks... BORING BORING BORING... This one goes to the deleted folder.. Don't let the spelling errors in
the description put you off. You don't need words for this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. A challanging yet
rewarding experience. This game will be great training for the Ryyhargon troops for when the invasion of Earth begins. Also
nice spook in game thanks. very scared me good. :). No valley has ever been so cozy since 1989 Spielburg ! And this game even
has proper morality; the Himalaya Studios don't send THEIR hero into the valley before the snow blocked the pass again to let
you rob the houses of innocent sleepy old ladies or the local law enforcement as a "heroic" service to the community ^^ ...

Unbelievable value for the money ! BUY BUY BUY ! Or shop 'til you drop ?

Reason for a purchase: The music creates a wonderful atmosphere \u266a\u266b ;
the scenery is marvellous ;
the story is totally immersive and cleverly designed without inconsistencies like some other RPG-adventures these days have;
state-of-the-art amazing voice acting created within a budget for which some other games don't have any at all;

even if you choose to be an Earth Mage and some puzzles confuse you temporary because all hints are for Water Mages, don't
you worry: you don't even need a hintbook these days any more as you can check the wisdom of the internet or in fact get direct
responses from the dev (at least until millions of Steam and Gog keys are bought, that would keep Himalaya Studios a bit busy,
so buy it now as long as you are an early bird buyer ...);

nicely animated opponents + the combat difficulty is adjustable to fit several styles of playing whether you prefer a challenge,
otherwise they can serve as cannon fodder as well - or do wizards say "wand fodder" ; "gem fodder" in the case of this game?
which is a feature idea I like very much for boosting the stats;

wonderful realistic personalities of the characters -
in short:
this game is like the first ray of sunlight after a long dark night;
it's like the first drop of rain after a severe drought;
this game is like casting a spell on you which makes you want to be sucked into the screen and BE THERE
in Ele'wold,
breathing the fresh unpolluted air, watching the birds singing and the trees growing and listeing to the squirrel saying
"Summer is coming !" ^_^;

this game is pure joy in digital form \u263a\u2665!

Possible reason for not buying it: you happen to be a Redcap Goblin (:\/ and this game seems to be discriminatory libel to you
.... Words cannot describe the emotional thrill of this adventure (I don't have the charisma or fortitude). You're trying to divine
whether you will or will not spend money on this, I already have the answer. Yes.

--------------------
STORY: 3+ hours w/o replay
This has the attention to choices, that I would not have expected from a game so cheaply priced. Simply put, jaw dropping.
--------------------
CHARACTERS/FACTIONS: 6 (or so)
With each dialogue revealing more about each character everone gets their chance to shine and feels human.
--------------------
VISUALS: Well, its a book. . .
If you don't like reading, get someone to read this to you, its just that good, play it.
--------------------
All-'N-All: 10/10
Just like any book, it needs to end some time; Though unlike a book, re-playing is highly advisable.
--------------------
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P.S.
I often read books more than once, just years appart, they never change like this does!
. This DLC was garbage. Just buy Civ 5 and play that instead.. usually i dont write reviews of anything, but this game is so good
and addicting so i wanted you to know
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